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Abstract: A try to classify the Personality of human on the basis of the internal and personal traits of the human. These traits include the emotional, conditional, working, interactive, social, cultural, religious behavioral, qualities in a person. From the beginning of the concept of the Personality, psychologists have different views on the same topic. In old time we defined the personality, as the external attribute of a man such as his or her color of face, dressing sense and talking style etc. We declined the internal qualities of a man. Personality recognized as the face veil of a man. But after many researches the concept of personality changed. Many scientists classify the personality on the basis of internal and external traits of man. I have also tried to classify the personality on the basis of internal, external and socio - dynamic traits. These traits show the individual qualities of the person that may vary according to the social activities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A lot of theories have given to define the personality according to own perceptions, observations and studies. According to the American Psychological Association, Personality refers to individual differences in characteristic patterns of thinking, feeling and behaving. The study of personality focuses on two broad areas: One understands individual differences in particular personality characteristics, such as sociability or irritability. The other understands how the various parts of a person come together as a whole. Eysenck described one's personality as a hierarchy of traits. At the top of that hierarchy we see broad primary characteristics, known as higher-order traits. The few broad higher-order traits then determine several lower-order traits. The lower-order traits help to make up our habitual behaviors and our specific responses. According to Eysenck, personality traits are genetically inherited. Allport defined personality as "the dynamic organization within the individual of those psychophysical systems that determine his characteristic behavior and thought." Raymond Cattell defined personality as “That which permits a prediction of what a person will do in a given situation.” Source Traits are the underlying basic factors of an individual’s personalities. In my words Personality is defined as the sum of internal and external socio – dynamic qualities that may vary time to time. There is no single person whose social qualities remain unchanged last long. These qualities may vary according to the current and upcoming situation so that he/ she can sustain in the society.

E L Thorndike classify the personality according to the thinking perception of people that are as
1. Abstract Thinker
2. Idea Thinker
3. Thick Thinker

Sheldon classify the personality according to the physical attributes of people that are as
1. Endomorphy
2. Mesomorphy
3. Ectomorphy

Spranger classify the personality according to the physical development of people that are as
1. Theoretical
2. Economic
3. Religious
4. Aesthetic
5. Social
6. Political

Jung classify the personality of people according to the psychological basis that are as
1. Extrovert
II. PROBLEM DEFINITIONS

Problem statement that it is difficult to classify the personality of any person in minimum words. As personality is the sum of internal and external traits, these traits may vary according to the situations. In my classification, I have added one more thing the socio – dynamic traits that are much important aspect to define the personality. Socio – dynamic traits are those which vary according to the current situation of individual in the present society.

III. METHOD

The research is carried out on a group of 29 people who remain in touch with the author for 10 hours in a day. The author made the several questions and discussion on several topics like; Do you have girlfriend and what do you think about your relationship with her? , Do you believe in God and what do you expect from God for you and your country and other people? These types of questions are asked from the all 29 members and try to grab out the personal thinking. Author didn’t tell him that these questions are carried out for the research. Any personal information like; have you a lot of balance? , are not asked by author. This procedure continued for almost one and a half year. Both male and female are in this group and age of all members lies between 22 to 25 years.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DISCUSSIONS

This experiment is done on a group people who are observed for 2 year continuously. Their every reaction was noted towards every event and happening.

I have classified the personality at three levels and inside them there are also three classifications. In classifications I have mention the qualities of the contemporary human. This classification is based on the observation of the qualities of different types of people and re-arranging them and co-relating them. Now, the classification of personality according to the traits of the contemporary people:-

3.1 Worst type of Contemporary human

1. Extremist: - These are those people who jealous to the progress, development and happiness of others. These people never say anything directly or in clear manner. They always say the talks as comments or in unclear manner and try to split out the confidence of other people. They use their all intelligence, ability and time to make the wrong publicity of other people. They have egregious jealousy feeling for others. They put himself as the best person in comparison of others. If there any wish or mean is not completed, then they will show the fiery and aggressive nature. They accept their caste as the best in all. They make the wrong use of God special mercy on them. They always try to take revenge of old bad happenings, whatever happened with them. They are more addicted towards the sex. They also try not to expose their hidden sexual addict nature.

2. Racist: - These are those people who accept their caste as special and the best. These types of people always make their social relations on the basis of caste. They neglect the people of lower caste. Understanding themselves as of upper caste, they put themselves in wrong and illegal works. But they include their illegal work in good happenings. They never drink water and take meal etc. with the lower caste people and by their hands.

3. Sexiest: - These types of people are found in huge amount in the world. These people always try to find out the ways to complete their sex addiction in any work. These people have rapid attraction towards any girl or any lady. They fall in love only seeing the outer face veil of female. These types of personality include both male and female in big ratio. In this type of personality, rapist falls.

3.2 Middle type of Contemporary human

1. Optimistic: - These are those types of people which have more expectations to the others. These expectations may be positive or negative. Although something happen wrong with them, yet they believe on others that he will do something good for them.

2. Pessimistic: - These people accept their defeat in every work, very soon. They don’t believe on themselves and on their work. They feel the lack of self confidence. They feel doubt seeing the successful works of others. Before they start the work, the negative thoughts come in their mind related to that work or an event. They also make their colleagues negative.

3. Happiest: - This class of people in middle type of contemporary people are better than others classes. These people try to grab out the happiness at every moment and related to any event; even they are in any
trouble. These people are very helpful, cheerful, altruistic and gentlemanly. They find themselves happy in others happiness. These people work very hardly.

3.3 The Best type of Contemporary human

1. **Religiosity**: - These types of people are good followers of religious aspects that are mention in scriptures, follow Vedas rituals, and continue pronounce the name of GOD. They are interested to work for others. Sometime they disturbed from their path that is the pray to GOD and try to earn the money by doing fruitive activities.

2. **Chartist**: - These are the best types of people in the world because they do well for others but do not expect any reward in return of their doings. They think that the service for human goodness is the worship of GOD. They donate service, money, time, needful things, medicines, clothes etc. for human’s goodness. They donate money for the marriage of poor girls, to donate meal for animals and to run cowshed.

In my opinion this is the best form of contemporary human.

3. **Uni – divinity**: - These type of people like saints, who are free from the works and good or bad happenings of the world. They never regret on bad and never enjoy in good. By the GOD prayer they try to rise up the level of their meditating power. They don’t like to make family relations. These are some unique people.

V. CONCLUSIONS

From the experiment it has been observed that the social factors affect the personality of people. In which environment he/she live it predominantly affect his/her thinking, personality, lifestyle and the colleagues in which he/she remain in touch with them for a long time in a day. Chartist type personalities are more efficient for the goodness of society as well as the goodness of human community.
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